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from Hartl & Clark 1997

Summary: evolution of individuality
• a fundamental constraint
• two fundamental problems
• soma vs. germ-line distinction
• individuality is a derived character
• germ-line parasitism
• chimerism in mammals
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A fundamental constraint
• the organisational centre of the undulipodia (i.e. cilia and agella)
and the spindle apparatus is the same cytological structure
• it is called the centrosome and consists of two centrioles (also
called microtubule organising centre, kinetosome or basal body)
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from Bettencourt-Dias & Carvalho-Santos 2008

from Bornens 2012

A fundamental constraint
• in order to be able to both divide and retain motility at the same
time, a cell would need either
• a centrosome that can perform both of these functions simultaneously
• more than one centrosome
• or other special adaptations
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A fundamental constraint
• some single-celled eukaryotes have special adaptations
• in ciliates and kinetoplastids, for example, the centrosomes duplicate
autonomously and the nuclear divisions are organised differently
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from Buss 1987

A fundamental constraint
• other single-celled eukaryotes have not solved this problem
• Actinophrys sol (a ‘heliozoan’) has to withdraw its tubulin-based axopods before
cell division and then later builds them up again
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from Buss 1987
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“The tree of eukaryotes” from Keeling et al. 2005

A fundamental constraint
• the probable sister taxon of Metazoa (all animals), the so-called
choano agellates, cannot divide and bear agella at the same time
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from Buss 1987

A fundamental constraint
• the sponges, and along with them, all the other Metazoa have
inherited this fundamental constraint
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from Buss 1987

A fundamental constraint
• so how might a developing ciliated embryo of a primitive aquatic
organism deal with this constraint?
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from Buss 1987

A fundamental constraint
• it invents gastrulation!!
• this likely represents the origin of the entoderm (and later also the mesoderm)
• these additional tissue types, and the greater developmental complexity that they
allow, might thus be an evolutionary consequence of this fundamental constraint
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from Buss 1987

A fundamental constraint
• there are many types of gastrulation, but not all of
them lead to a well-organised internal epithelium
• the ‘best’ gastrulation type may depend on the embryo’s
ecology, so the embryology may result from adaptive evolution
• this could lead to convergent evolution, so that the
embryology is not necessarily a good phylogenetic trait
• the speci c gastrulation type that is used may affect the
‘evolvability’ of the resulting bauplan
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from Buss 1987

Two fundamental problems
• the division of labour into motile cells and dividing cells leads to
two fundamental problems
• Problem 1: although all cells within an embryo are initially
genetically identical, proliferation-induced mutations will lead to the
coexistence of different cell lineages within a multicellular organism
•

this may lead to competition between cell lineages

• Problem 2: cells that refrain from cell division (because they provide
motility) risk becoming increasingly different from the cells that
continue to divide and therefore build most of the embryo
•

this may lead to con icts about which speci c cell lineage is transmitted to
the next generation

• these problems can endanger the co-operation between the cell
lineages and thus compromise the stability of multicellularity
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Two fundamental problems
• a mutant cell lineage that divides faster will eventually outgrow the
other cell lineages in the embryo
• this is to the (short-term) bene t of the mutant cell lineage, but may be to the
(long-term) detriment of the individual harbouring such sel sh cell lineages

• individual-level natural selection is required to control and
counteract such sel sh cell-level natural selection on cell lineages
• a possible solution to competition between cell lineages is policing
• this requires systems that can recognise deviant cell lineages (e.g. a self- vs.
foreign-recognition system)
• interestingly, this kind of policing is self-imposed (i.e. individuals that evolve
policing have a higher tness)!
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Two fundamental problems
• when it is time to reproduce, it needs to be decided which cell
lineage is allowed to give rise to the next generation
• given that cell lineages may have diverged somewhat due to proliferation-induced
mutations, this is not a trivial problem to solve

• the different cell lineages could ‘agree’ that representative cells of
the original embryonic cell lineage are good candidates to represent
all the diverged cell lineages quite well
• as all cell lineages are relatively closely related to their common ancestors

• a solution to this problem is a soma vs. germ-line distinction
• set aside, early in development, a subset of cells that are destined to transmit the
genes to the next generation, i.e. before con ict has had time to arise
• again, this soma vs. germ-line distinction is self-imposed (i.e. individuals that
evolve more successful policing have a higher tness)!
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Soma vs. germ-line distinction
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from Buss 1987

Soma vs. germ-line distinction
• somatic cells can then only increase their tness by collaborating to
achieve the common goal of passing on their germ-line cells
• somatic cells can diversify (division of labour) and specialise (cellular
differentiation) (there are >200 cell types in adult humans!)
• somatic cells become available for ‘risky’ or even ‘deadly’ jobs, so, for example,
apoptosis (programmed cell death) of certain cells or cell lineages can become
adaptive for the individual
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Soma vs. germ-line distinction
• transitions from uni- to multi-cellularity have
occurred many times independently
• multi-cellularity exists in about 75% of all ‘protist’ groups
• but usually, all cells remain totipotent

Licmophora abellata

• true cellular differentiation has evolved less often
• cellular differentiation often goes along with a strict soma
vs. germ-line distinction
• the transition to cellular differentiation can be nicely
observed within a chlorophyte algal group, the Volvocales,
and it is most prominently exhibited in the genus Volvox (e.g.
Hanschen et al. 2018)

Bacillaria paxilifer

Gonium pectorale

Eudorina elegans

Pleodorina californica Volvox carteri
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Soma vs. germ-line distinction
• an individual Volvox colony consists of 500-50’000 cells, but only a
few of those cells (called gonidia) are capable of producing daughter
colonies and gametes
• note that some species are gonochorists, while others are hermaphrodites

• the other cells are agellated and incapable of further division
• however, a mutation has been identi ed that causes cellular differentiation to
break down, and in these mutants all cells are again totipotent
• so Volvox seems only one mutational step away from an undifferentiated state
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from Stearns & Hoekstra 2005

Soma vs. germ-line distinction
• the animal groups we are most familiar with (i.e. Arthropoda and
Vertebrata) are largely organised according to Simpson’s scheme

• but most ‘protists’, all fungi, all plants, and many other animal groups
show a different organisation, and therefore do not t this simple
scheme at all
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from Buss 1987

Soma vs. germ-line distinction
• in Drosophila melanogaster the rst 13 rounds of cell
division are exclusively controlled by maternal RNAs
• the genes in the rst 213 = 8192 cells have no in uence on the
development (maternal control or ‘preformistic’ development)
• during this time period, and under maternal instruction, the pole
cells are established, which later become the germ-line cells
• so the maternal genes enforce the soma germ-line distinction

• this nicely ts Simpson’s simple scheme
• think about what would happen if a somatic mutation arises in
the embryo during these 13 rounds of cell division
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from Buss 1987

Soma vs. germ-line distinction
• in Hydra viridis there are two basic cell types
• I-cells (interstitial cells) that give rise to somatic
endoderm and ectoderm cells, and also to gametes
• somatic cells that give rise to some other somatic
cells and (under special conditions) also to I-cells

• reproduction is both asexual (via budding) and
sexual (via sperm and eggs)
• this situation really does not t Simpson’s
simple scheme at all
• a mutant I-cell can transmit to the germ-line in new
individuals, either via asexual budding or sex
• a mutant somatic cell can arise at any moment and it
could sometimes also transmit to the germ-line
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from Buss 1987

Soma vs. germ-line distinction

zygote
totipotent stem cells
gametes
somatic cell types
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from Buss 1987

s somatic
e epigenetic
p preformistic
u unknown
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after Buss 1987

Individuality is a derived character
• the notion of individuality is only an approximation
• cells that make up an ‘individual’ can be, and often are, genetically diverse

• the passage through a single-cell stage ‘helps’ individuality
• since it reduces the initial genetic diversity to a minimum

• a soma vs. germ-line distinction ‘helps’ individuality
• since it facilitates co-operative interactions between the divergent cell lineages
(think ‘we are all in the same boat!’)

• larger and more complex organisms depend more on individuality
• because they require more cell divisions and more cellular differentiation
• but plants are a big exception (their cells sit inside the ‘prison’ of the cell wall)

• there is always a risk for cheating
• by mutant cell lineages that do not refrain from additional cell divisions (cancer)
• by diverged cells that try to get access to the germ-line later in development
• by certain alleles (and cells) that by-pass the rules of fair transmission
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Germ-line parasitism
• not having a clear soma vs. germ-line distinction carries risks
• but for some life-histories maintaining a strict germ-line can be dif cult

the colonial ascidian Botryllus schlosseri
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Germ-line parasitism
• colonies are formed by zooids that
originate from asexual budding
• germ cells form after each round of budding

• lter feeders with individual inhalant
siphon and common exhalant siphon
• common blood vessel system in the tunic
• asexual lateral growth leads to contact
with unrelated, related, or self colonies
• fusion only occurs with colonies that
share at least one allele at the highly
polymorphic Fu/HC fusion locus
• usually leads to fusion with self or siblings
• rejection of colonies that share no alleles
• but also some fusions with unrelated colonies
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colony fusion with self

Germ-line parasitism
• fusion can lead to chimeric individuals
• in the fused colony the tissues of one individual can be replaced by the cells of
the other individual
• this can lead to the genetic ‘death’ of one individual

S soma
G germ-line
BL blood
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from Stoner et al. 1999

no resorptive winner
resorptive winner wins soma and germ-line
resorptive winner loses soma and germ-line
resorptive winner wins soma and loses germ-line
outcome somewhat unclear
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from Stoner et al. 1999

Chimerism in mammals
• the contact between mother and
foetus is long lasting and complex
• cells can pass from the foetus to the
mother (and vice versa)
• some (auto-)immune diseases have been
linked to this type of micro-chimerism
• nowadays this can even be used for noninvasive prenatal testing during pregnancy

• organ transplantations can lead to
chimerism outside transplanted tissue
• these cells have actually been shown to
express proteins
• the health implications of such chimerism
are poorly understood
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from Hisanaga et al. 1997

Chimerism in mammals
• wounds in icted during ghts or sexual
intercourse can lead to the transmission
of infectious cancers
• facial tumour disease in the Tasmanian devil
• canine transmissible venereal tumour

• there might be an important role for the
observed high levels of inbreeding in
limiting the recognition of foreign cells

a facial tumour in a Tasmanian devil

venereal tumour cells of a dog
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Chimerism in mammals
• in most known cases only somatic tissue
becomes chimeric
• but improved genotyping may reveal more cases

• germ-line chimerism has recently been found in
some marmosets
• during pregnancy twins can exchange cells due to the
formation of a common chorion
• the frequency of chimerism differs between tissues

Wied’s Marmoset (Callithrix kuhlii)
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Chimerism in mammals
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from Ross et al. 2007

Chimerism in mammals
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from Ross et al. 2007

Summary: evolution of individuality
• a fundamental constraint
• two fundamental problems
• soma vs. germ-line distinction
• individuality is a derived character
• germ-line parasitism
• chimerism in mammals
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